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Related work

Purpose of this study 

Introduction

• Process Mining (PM) is becoming a widely used support tool, it helps users to construct processes quickly and

objectively by analyzing business data, including event logs.PM is an important bridge between data mining and

business process modeling and analysis.

• we are faced with a more intelligent environment, in fact the smart city is a new concept of urban development.

Using new technologies that rely on an ecosystem of objects and services.

• this concept aims to modernize business process management by using process mining and modeling techniques to

address automated business process discovery

Our approach

Conclusion

Background Review 

problem  Statement 

• The main issue will be to apply process mining to sensor logs, which record raw data generated from sensors,

devices, that are connected to business processes.

• The majority of existents approaches [3] [4] [5][6] [7] [8] focus on the problem of transforming unstructured logs

into structured logs in order to generate the process model, not all of these approaches identify the sensors and their

data in the output process model.

• we propose a novel approach to discover sensor aware business process from sensor logs by applying process

mining.

Process Mining (PM):

Smart Business Process Management(Smart BPM) :

• The goal of a smart environment is to provide people with automatic or semi-automatic services. Managing business

processes in a smart environment introduces the smart BPM.

• The techniques that are related to smart business process management are: Smart Multi Process Management, Smart

Process Model Management and Smart Process Instance Management.

Sensor log :

• This concept is referred in the literature as a sequence of measurement values acquired from sensors deployed in the

monitored space.

• Sensor data events can be any kind of observations (e.g., a sensor value changed) with relevance to a certain process.

derived from e.g., networks of Wi-Fi-access points, or motion sensors in smart homes and smart factories.[3].

Process conformance
requires two entries such as an event log and the
related business process, to verify if it conforms
to the given event log.

.

Process discovery

which require an event log to generate a

business process as output.

.

Process enhancement
allows for enriching processes with new
information discovered from event logs.

Paper System type Log input Nature 
Log input

Transformation Method Process

Mining
Area

Transformation
Algorithm

Event 
log  

Categor
y

(A.Koschmider,2020) 

[2]
Smart home Location Sensor 

log
Homogeneous Event Correlation

Activity Discovery 

Event Abstraction

Discovery
--------

S.E.L

(Van Eck,2016)

[3]
Smart Products Time series Heterogeneous Sensor Data Segmentation

Segment Labelling

Multi-sensor Activity Creation

Conformance Centroid-based
clustering techniques 

(k-means )

S.E.L

(Banziger,2018)

[4]
CRM Online 

(emails, Phone 
Calls, tasks)

Unstructured text 
data

Heterogeneous Extract Activities (Data structure 
Data selection)

Pre-processing data

Discover event classes and label

Discovery Term  frequency-
Inverse Document 
Frequency (Tf-Idf)
Latent.

Dirichlet allocation

(LDA)

S.E.L

(Francesco Piccialli,2019)

[5]
Smart
Environment

Sensor data Homogeneous Unsupervised Learning Enhancement Mathematic al 
algorithm.

Hierarchical clustering 
algorithm.

S.E.L

(Álvaro Valencia-

Parra1,2019)

[6]

Workstation 
aircraft

Complex data 
structure

Homogeneous Domain-Specific Language(DSL) Discovery ------- S.E.L

(W.M.P van der Aalst, 2015)

[7]
Redo log system Historical Data 

(Redo Logs)
Homogeneous Event Extraction

Exploiting the Data Model

Process Instance identification

Enhancement --------- S.E.L

Smart Environment 

s

Process Aware smart environment

Sensor Log

Sensor  

Meta Model

Event log

Meta Model

MDA based transformation component 

Domain Ontology

Business process

Ontology BPMN

Event Log

Discovery Component 

smart Event

Log  

Intelligent environments are composed of a wide range of connected

devices. While providing a new set of opportunities, it also contributes to the

complexity of business process management. Several research projects focus

much more on transforming sensor data into structured event logs. In this

article, we lead a comparative study of existing approaches for applying

process mining in smart environment sensors logs into structured event logs,

and do not discuss the main issue of discovering process aware sensor

information. As future work, we will develop the mains components of our

proposed framework.

References

criteria :

System type Log input Nature Log 
input

Transformation Method Process 

Mining Area

Transformation
Algorithm

Event log  
Category

The system that includes sensor
devices, wearables, computer chips,
interfaces, actuators, robots, and
computers

The data derived from 
different sources in a 
smart environment or 
another one which is 
populated with 
unstructured data.

On the ones hand, homogeneous data
structures are the one in which the data
elements have the same data type. All
the data elements in the homogeneous
belongs to the single data type. On the
other hand, the heterogeneous data
structures are the one in which the data
elements don’t belong to the same
source data.

Determines the method used to prepare
event logs before applying process mining
techniques.

the category of process
mining techniques (discovery,
conformance or enhancement)
studied in the work.

The Algorithm used to
transformer raw unstructured
data from the sensor logs, into
event logs

The type of event log (Single Event Log,
Multiple Event Log) used as input of process
mining techniques.
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Figure 1: An overview of our initial framework
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